RansomAid
INCIDENT RESPONSE AND
MONITORING

Proactive Risk Mitigation & 24/7 Incident
Management - On-site and Remote

The Need
The cost of a ransomware attack in lost/stolen data, time off-line, reputation and the
ransom itself has forced some companies to close. Why wait for disaster? Multi-layered
security measures should be taken now, proactively, to bolster your cybersecurity
program so that even in an attack - you do not suffer catastrophic loses. Continuous risk
assessments and mitigation methods are critical in identifying and dealing with potential
ransomware threats proactively. While an attack is happening, you need to move quickly
to minimize the damage, contain the threats and prevent further spreading
The Solution
The RansomAid team studies your systems, applications, and processes to identify
potential vulnerabilities and creates a sophisticated protection plan for ransomware
attacks. The team prepares proactively and methodically for worse-case scenarios,
continuously evaluates threats, runs forensics, and responds to incidents 24/7 in real time
(on site and remote). RansomAid protects your assets, contains the malware and provides
a robust line of defense against the spreading of an attack that would otherwise cause
devastating downtime and irrevocable financial loss
What to Expect
RansomAid makes your company unattractive to attackers, deterring them with too much
effort. Security experts provide a detailed threat map identifying and categorizing your
company's cyber threat landscape both externally and internally. Based on the risks specific
to your business, they create a customized response plan for incidents. A handpicked team
of experts is assembled to handle live incidents, and evolving threats are met 24/7 in real
time by advanced detection technology, preventative countermeasures and deceptive
techniques. Should an incident occur, we employ unique forensic analysis techniques to
analyze all assets disk, memory, and networks; to isolate an infected area/endpoint/user
IDs, and to make sure the attack is stopped in its tracks

HolistiCyber – Defending what matters
HolistiCyber oﬀers end to end, state of the art, nation state-grade cyber defense services &
solutions, delivered by a team of world class, multidisciplinary cyber security experts.
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